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About This Game

Present the captivated dark fantasy with the attractive illustrations, a romance adventure game for you――

System

While the story keeps progressing, the choices will be shown.
According to the choice you picked, the impression of the character toward you will be better.

Let's keep raising the good impression and step to the Happy Ending!

We'll recommend you, if you…

‧ Interest in romance game or otome(girls') game
‧ Like the fantasy

‧ Like the subject about the campus
‧ Like the shojo(girls') comics and animation

‧ Have interests in werewolf and vampire
‧ Want to read a serious story

‧ Want to read a story with some jests

story

Fleeting, yet beautiful. The world of darkness――
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The main protagonist, Cloe (name changeable) lived in a secluded town. Surrounded by wire fences, it felt like she was trapped
inside a cage.

Zombies were the only residents in that town, and she wasn't the exception. Many took their own life rather than to age away,
but they were otherwise living a peaceful life. One day however…….

As Cloe was hoping to see the outside world, she recieved an invitation. An invitation to attend a prestigious, diverse school only
the most talented and skilled could join.

*This game is based on PSVita's 『EPHEMERAL -FANTASY ON DARK-』, with added translations and an updated resolution
of Full HD.
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Genre: Adventure
Developer:
dramatic create
Publisher:
dramatic create
Release Date: 11 Sep, 2018
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English,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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seems ♥♥♥♥ing boring game. Welcome to Party Tycoon, the game where you pay a janitor $300 to stand in the bathroom and
watch people sh!t on the floor in front of vacant toilet stalls, not cleaning it up for a minimum of 45 seconds even if you
manually tell him to stand in the sh!t.

The game where if you exit, all your progress will be randomized and most of your stuff will be lost because there is no save
function despite this being a ~20hr game

The game where none of your decisions beyond item placement have any consequences.

Thank Raptor Jesus it's early access, I have hope for the devs, this game has so much potential, but it's currently pretty broken.

But hey! They just added some new costumes! Priorities, right? smdh. A classic Point and Click slow-pace puzzle game set in a
beautiful surrealist world. I have to admit that the art is what first draw me to this game.

The game consists of seven acts (\u201cdreams\u201d) where you play as a ghost named \u201creader\u201d aiming to go to
\u201cthe other side\u201d. Helped by your sidekick \u201cwriter\u201d, you advance in the game by solving puzzles.
Some puzzles are kind of hard to figure out. You will need perseverance, good observation skills and to pay careful attention to
the dialogues with your different encounters in order to not miss any clues. You will also have to take notes, and for some
puzzles you need to brainstorm on paper and do some trials and errors to figure them out. There is just one pixel hunting puzzle
that required me a solution map to be solved (in fact, even with the map showing me where to click, I still had a hard time doing
it right\u2026 even with a ruler\u2026 ).

Dialogues and monologues are a big part of the game. Voices were purposedly muffled to give them a more ghostly effect.
Filled with humor or bad jokes, the dialogues make us discover some interesting imaginary ghost world.

The interface is simple (there is no inventory and you can \u201cgo to\u201d, \u201clook at\u201d, \u201cinteract with\u201d
or \u201ctalk to\u201d an object by switching the cursor of your mouse) and the menu is very basic (you can only save, load and
exit the game). There are some instructions in the art book about how to adjust your display settings to see the game art just
right. F12 is not enabled, so you will have to use the print screen key to save any clues you find. You can use some screen
capture freeware like Snapper to easily save screenshots while in-game.

The art book (or \u201ccommentary book\u201d) was an interesting read (it can be downloaded from the \u201cmanual\u201d
link located on the right side of the game library page). I did not know much about a developer\u2019s work, so it gave me
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some insight about how the thinking and making process during game development works, but it could be a boring read for
some. It also gave me some understandings about some aspects of the dream world in the game, and it contains some hints and
solutions of the puzzles if you are stuck (but the pixel hunting puzzle solution map can be found on the forum).

If you forget the awful pixel hunting puzzle, it was an interesting game to play. If you enjoy puzzles games and reading while
exploring some imaginary surreal world, I would definitely recommend this game to you.. Very fun, wish there was more to do
though.... cant even launch with mac
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Pros:
+ Creepy atmosphere
+ Good music
+ Good voice-acting
+ Good character animations
+ The funky haircuts in the sheep shearing minigame

Cons:
- Unskippable, thus very frustrating puzzles and mini-games
- Low resolution, and the outside movement is shown from a top-down viewpoint, which doesn't look good at all
- Really dark environments & perpetual night throughout the whole game, which adds to the atmosphere, but makes it annoying
to try to find my way around the place
- Because of this blackness, top-down viewpoint and low resolution graphics, it's hard to see where the terrain ends, so it's easy
to fall off the edge of the cliff
- The end of the plot was disappointing, I hoped for some other explanation behind the events

The game is really difficult and has poor graphics for the entertainment value it provides. Having to wander in pitch black
darkness for half the game seems like a bad decision from the developers. The game could have been so much better if they did
the graphics in the same high quality as they did the sound design.. For $2 I had a blast. Fun bullet hell with neat mechanics.
You can focus your bullets, but you move slower. Points get you lightning bolts which you use as currency for your 3 different
super weapons. The cheapest clears a path through incoming bullets, the next shoots a ton of bullets everywhere, and the most
expensive is a screen clearer. 3 levels and 3 difficulties, so not very long, but fun.. If you want a new shoot 'em up specifically in
the vein of Gradius, you'll find it here. While the graphics and music might be a little cheesy or off-putting, the weapons, stages,
and bosses will literally blow you away, and you'll love every second of it. I've started a new run maybe thirty times and only
recently beat it, so expect plenty of deaths and game overs, but pushing yourself a little harder to reach the next insane boss or
stage is totally worth it.

The weapons are pretty standard, but the power-up system is just different enough to catch you off guard when you finally bite
it and lose a few points and your weapons power down. Thankfully, while the game is pretty hardcore and the bosses are totally
nuts, there are several checkpoints and mid-points during stages and boss fights that give you a few upgrades so you're not
totally ruined when you twitched into a ceiling or missile just seconds from a victory.. after launching the game i cant do
anything...

will update this review if it works, else refund inc. Let me just say that this game blows my mind. I had never thought my
computer would be able to render two separate experiences to two separate players on three separate screens. I hope this starts a
trend. One where someone playing VR can team up with (or even go to battle against) someone who's playing on the PC in the
same room.

The graphics aren't anything amazing and the music gets old very quickly. But my friend and I were able to thoroughly enjoy the
game nonetheless. We're only a few hours in, and I'm sure the puzzles probably won't get much harder or more complex
(although I may be wrong). That's not going to stop us from playing though because it's really quite fun!

Overall, I'd recommend this to anyone looking for a novel way to enjoy VR with another person playing locally. I can't wait to
see what else comes out of this Dev and what other games get created in the same vein.. The historical accuaracy is great, but
the game is really hard to handle, and it needs time to do so, while in the process I struggle to enjoy my gameplay. The
precedent opus was easier. But not better. I recommend you to avoid this game, the graphics, sound, and gameplay are
horrendous.
. Lets make this quick
The game is stale and the best game i can think if comparing it to is SPORE. Overall it is not a fun game the music is one of my
least favourite things. the achievements are to easy to get and they were to lazy to even make the achievement's a goal.

all you need to do is move around and eat what's smaller than you.

1\/10 Would not recommend. Only real reason i see anyone getting this is because they want more achievements. Which btw all
you need to do is load the game eat 1 thing then die and quit the game.
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Do not buy this game.
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